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Aquage uplifting foam walmart

Scan and search products. Get skinsafe power on the way! Rated 4.45 out of 5 stars 160 Reviews by MyfulFul Positive ReviewI love this uplifting foam! It's been hard for me to find anywhere!! My hair is fine and this product is light and really helps to give my roots an extra boost when blow-drying my hair. Sometimes I use it myself for the body or for an
additional increase when I want more volume, this product also works perfectly to help hold everything back comb. I really love this foam and can't live without it! The most useful Critical Examination I have fine hair with low density, so I've been using mouse and roots lift for most of my life. I'm a cosmetics student, too. I bought this on the recommendation of
a blogger, followed by a former cosmetologist. I'm a student of cosmetology, too. That's disappointing. Stick to the roots and weighs the hair down instead of adding body or texture. I don't like the way I feel in my hair either. Honestly it's not good for a professional product and you can probably get a drugstore product for half the price that's consistent.
Unfortunately, this is not one of them. Rating 160 customers5Cara from Des Moines, IAGives my fine hair lift! Stuck in this Volume5Mimi76 from Fresno, caThis mousse will take your hair to the next level! I'm in love with my hair!!!! Definitely adore this brand5ScreendoorAnnie from Bowling Green KY I really like this foam. I also like this brand Shine Spray!
Love it.5Pam from Missouri decided to try this because it was on sale. It's light and put a lot of volume on my fine, straight hair w/o to get my hair too weasy – which I hate because then I have to dry them longer/hot. I used it for leta4Debbie from TxI I've used this for several years. I have light hair and that gives me a perfect lift around my face. Easy to use
and easy to target specific areas. It's easy. Love this Aquage!5Tigers Mom from OklahomaI have used this Aquage for years and years! He doesn't weigh my hair. After using the heat protector, I dry it at the roots and dry with a blower. Unimpressive2NicolePA from PennsylvaniaI have fine hair with low density, so I've been using mouse and roots lifts for
most of my life. I'm a cosmetics student, too. I bought this on the recommendation of a blogger, followed by a former cosmetologist. I'm a student of cosmetology, too. That's disappointing. Stick to the roots and weighs the hair down instead of adding body or texture. I don't like the way I feel in my hair either. Honestly it's not good for a professional product
and you can probably get a drugstore product for half the price that's consistent. Unfortunately, this is not one of them. Love but a little learning curve5Debs from CALove it especially in layers of bangs/face. Without it, these layers just fall flat and look strict. This seems to me when I don't use it properly, my hair can be a little sticky or sticky. How I use it: From
the shower and on a lightly dry towel (I still want soaked hair, so just squeeze the water gently with a towel) hair. Then I divide a few sections along the front layers and shov aquage foam for root acceleration foam. I use my fingers to massage/spread foam to the roots. For me, the key is not to be sticky, to make sure I put it on soaked hair/roots. If it dries too
much, I think it's sticky. I'm going to get all the water on my hair and run my fingers through these layers before I spray the foam. That's a trick for me. There's something in the penny that mixes with a little water so it doesn't get too fast. Then I finish the hair drying towels, add my other products, and blowdry using a brush to add extra volume. Incredibly
Volumizing Product for Fine Hair5Denise from Jacksonville, FLGreat product for fine thin hair. This makes my hair uber voluminous by just applying to the roots. My hair was flat when I used this.2KL from the TXV product didn't give my volume it actually made my hair flat. Not all this... 1TT from VADecided try this to raise and volume for my very good,
straight as a hair stick. Bellows. It's really not all great. It will continue to use the previous brand. I use Uplifting foam for flight5Nana from St. LouisI use it with Argan oil before blowing drying to smooth my curly hair. When the weather isn't damp, I don't even have to use flat iron. During a wet summer, I usually follow with a flat iron. I hope they don't stop doing
this soon!5TrixieB from New Jersey I like this!! In the morning, apply it to the roots after I have dried my hair and towel, then comb it with a wide tooth comb and dry with my Revlon one-step hairdryer and volume. I have swinging hair a little longer than the length of my chin, which is very fine and thin. It gives me such a large volume and stays all day and
even it's good the next day when I wake up. When I was younger, my hair was much more greasy because I had dried. This could change some people in whether they feel it leaves too much leftovers. Volume for Days!5Sydney from IdahoI love this stuff! I bought 5-6 cans and this is my go on product for getting a lot of volume into my pixie cut before blow
drying. The best hair thinner product.5 Flowers from NCMy hair stylists recommended this product, and I'm so grateful! I've used this product for a long time5maw from Hilton Head Is. SCUse it every time I wash my hairUps hope to never stop making this product!5Miss Mel from Gainesville, GAUss it at the roots. Care should be taken not to use too much or
the hair becomes sticky. I like aquage lifting foam. I used it for from the NEShake bottle. Apply foam to your hair. Hairbrush. I like the product!3Hat the long hair from the ILGreat product. He's doing what it says he's going to do. I dried my hair like straw1KCoop from CincinnatiSeemed to dry my hair like a strawSO are rough. Makes my blonde hair look so
brown2Madi from San Antonio, Texas I tried this time and time again and always leave my hair so have and disgusting. And I promise I use the product conservatively. Maybe half spray per section (about 3 sections together all over the head). It goes to the recycling bin because I'm tired of disappointment. Love this product!5Deed from Kansas CityI have
fine, thin hair. It's the best thing I've ever used to make me look like I have thick hair. I do not recommend 1Sasu from San DiegoI have been using Big Sexy Hair Root Pumps forever. It is affordable and works perfectly. In the meantime I've tried some more pricy products, but I always come back. I got the size of the trip this for free and decided to try it out. It
gave me some volume, but nothing compared to BSH. In addition, I realized that my hair has become very complicated and of course when you use this product that doesn't happen when I use other root/volume products. Most.Volume.Ever!5LifeisGood from TexasFantastic volumizing mousse without crunch. Yes5Heather from ArkansasNa's the best
volumizer ever! So happy Ulta has this line now!! ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc.
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